Tittle Dot Smart Marker -A Ball Marker-Style GPS-Connected Range Finder!

User Guide
Applicable Products

Smart Golf

Smart Marker

Smart Golf and Smart Marker are based on the
common Tittle Dot platform.

App Download
Users should first download the appropriate Smartphone app.
We support both Android and iOS. Please search for keyword
“Tittle Dot” on Google Play or App Store.
* The download method may differ depending on your country.

Android Phone
Please search for “Tittle Dot” on
Google Play.
Android OS 4.3 and above.

iPhone
Please search for “Tittle Dot” on
App Store.
iPhone 4S and above.
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Device Pairing
Connection

01. Place the Smartphone within

1 meter (3 feet) from the device.

1m

02. Start the “Tittle Dot” app installed
on your phone.

Smart Golf

03-1. Separate the device from
the clip (Smart Golf).

03-2. Click the button on the
device to connect with
the app.
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Click

Device Pairing
Connection

04. Once paired by Bluetooth,

the device will connect
automatically to the app in the future.

05. You can use the device once
connected with the app.
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On Screen Menu
Pin Position
Unit
Bluetooth Status
* Stand-by : Blinking
* Connection Status : On

Left, Right Green
Current Hole Number
*Changing Carry Distance
Mode, it will be displayed ‘C’

1. Remaining Distance
2. Carry Distance

Hole Number
The current hole number. In the Carry Distance Measurement mode, a 'C' appears
instead of hole number.

Left, Right Green
Lefrt Green‘

’, Right Green ‘

’ , In case of Common Green, ‘ - ’ will be displayed.

Unit
Distance Unit will be displayed

or

Bluetooth Connection Status
The Bluetooth logo appears when connected.

Distance Display
It shows the remaining distance to the pin. In the Carry Distance Measurement
mode, it shows the distance from where the ball was struck.
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Smart Marker Button
LED Light
Button

When connected via Bluetooth, pressing the button will make
the LED blink. Pressing the button also triggers the voice
guidance on remaining distance. Pressing and holding the
button for 1 second activates the shot tracking mode.
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Operation Guide
How to Use
Carry your smartphone when playing a round. Both Smart Golf and
Smart Marker use the phone's GPS to measure the distance.

01. Turn on the smartphone's GPS and
Bluetooth and connect the device
before playing a round.
*User must install the Smartphone app
and connect via Bluetooth.

automatically recognized and
appropriate information will be shown.

000+ golf
60,
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*The database includes 60,000+ golf courses
around the world. As long as your Smartphone
is connected to the network, there is no need
to identify the golf course. The current golf
course is automatically identified by GPS.
In case the golf course does not have good
mobile data coverage, search and download
the course data before visiting.
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02. The current golf course will be

the World
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Tittle Dot Course Update
The course data may be updated when you
start the “Tittle Dot” app.
The course update occurs whenever new
data is available.
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Starting Tittle Dot App
Start the app when you visit the golf
course. The course information is
automatically displayed if there is mobile
data coverage and the device is connected
via Bluetooth.
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Round Tracking
Clicking the Smart Marker’s button for
1 sec, shot tracking funtion will be
executed and user can check a round
tracking on the screen.
Shot location is marked as ‘ ’ on the
yardage screen.(see left image.)
*Shot tracking function is used only for
Smart Maker and Android Smartphone.
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